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MESSAGE FROM 
THE PRESIDENT

Martha Rardin / AHF President

ONE COMMONALITY – 
STAFFING WOES
Foodservice directors, chefs, dietitians, managers, and 
our business partners are all grappling with labor woes. 
Economic conditions favor those looking for work vs 
those recruiting workers. When you add in the additional 
pressures of early and late shifts, weekend work, and 
physically demanding work, our efforts to adequately 
staff, maintain quality standards, and implement 
innovation is more difficult. 

I have seen this cycle three different times in my career 
and each cycle has made our jobs more challenging. But 
in times like this I find the networking and educational 
opportunities afforded to our AHF members become 
even more valuable because we are all in this together. 
In fact, most of my best ideas come from networking 
with other AHF members. Most members are focusing 
more on retention and salary improvements to keep 
our best associates employed with us. That means 
skillful negotiations and advocacy for those we serve 
and our customers. AHF networking and programming 
offers you the opportunities to network with the best 
of the best in our self-op world. Learning from others 
and implementing innovative ideas is the best way 
to demonstrate a high level of competence to your 
administrators. All operators in service industries are 
competing for our terrific associates. We need to “up our 
game” to stay competitive and remain relevant to our 
organizations.

Our 2019 conference has two pre-conference 
sessions designed to highlight recruitment and 
retention as well as the latest in technologies. 
Depending upon your needs both of these pre-cons 
will help you with your labor strategies. Serving in a 
senior dining, acute care, rehab, or long-term care 
– the 2019 conference has programming that will 
meet your needs. 

Registration	is	now	open	for	our	2019	
conference, which will be in Scottsdale, 
AZ,	August	6-8,	2019.	Our	programming	
as well as our Marketplace will show case 
innovation and the newest trends. Please 
complete your registration now!

I will see you in Scottsdale in August!
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE IAB CHAIR

“What keeps you up at night?” It’s a question frequently 
asked by AHF business partners to our operator 
members. We ask this question because we are 
genuinely interested in the answer. Honest answers to 
this very question are what help us know what solutions 
we need to offer to help you successfully manage  
your business. 

Over the last few years the most commonly received 
response to this question is LABOR. Not just where do 
you find the best people but also how do you reward 
them and keep them engaged. I have seen several very 
creative methods used by operators to attract and  
retain the best talent, but despite all of that energy  
there continues to be a serious shortage of talented  
and engaged foodservice workers available within  
our industry. 

So how can your business partners help? First, I would 
encourage you to share your challenges with your 
business partners. They may have knowledge of solutions 
you are not yet aware of or may be able to share a 
best practice with you they have seen work in other 
operations. Second, I would ensure your best business 
partners understand what your longer term business 
objectives are. This understanding allows them to offer 
and possibly even develop new solutions that may help 
not only you but others in the same situation or trying to 
solve for similar issues. 

One additional opportunity to gather best in class ideas 
on how to address your most challenging staffing needs 
is to attend the AHF National Conference in August.  
This year’s conference will offer several opportunities for 
you to network with other professionals experiencing the 
same challenges. There will also be content developed 
specifically with labor and employee engagement  
in mind. 

We look forward to hearing about your needs and 
helping you solve for them at conference in August. 
See you in Scottsdale!

Annemarie Vaupel / IAB Chair

“Not just where do you find 
the best people but also how 
do you reward them and 
keep them engaged..”
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STAFFING 
DILEMMAS

THE CHALLENGE
The foodservice business contains a great irony 
– a bad economy means a great labor market, 
while a good economy equates to a challenging 
market. What is needed in this situation are 
strategies and solutions for hiring and retaining 
employees on a long-term basis. Let’s explore 
some of these options.

THE COSTS
A study done by Cornell University’s Center for Hospitality Research (CHR) found 
that	the	cost	of	direct	training	was	only	about	25%	of	the	total	expense	in	replacing	
an employee. In addition, turnover rates in the foodservice industry have escalated 
as the economy continues to improve. Given the estimates made by CHR at Cornell, 
staff	turnover	could	be	as	high	as	$5,864	per	employee.	

The	CHR	at	Cornell	study	identified	five	cost	categories	that	contribute	to	the	total	
turnover bill. By far the most expensive was productivity loss, accounting for an 
average	of	52%	of	the	total	cost	of	staff	turnover.	

The real problem here is tracking this cost unless you set up elaborate systems for 
tracking productivity. Silent costs like productivity loss are particularly dangerous 
because they aren’t obvious and don’t show up in regular reporting. 

The bottom line is to create a system and culture for hiring and retaining the right 
employees for your operation. With this in place, turnover and productivity loss costs 
can	be	cut	significantly.
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In	a	2018	study,	recruiting	firm	Robert	Half	found	the	top	three	ways	for	employers	to	improve	their	
hiring	strategies	were	to	prioritize	cultural	fit	above	technical	skills,	value	soft	skills	such	as	creative	
thinking and communication, and hire for potential and then invest in training to impart skills. 

At	the	AHF	Menu	Directions	2018	roundtable,	“Staffing	for	Success,”	the	panel	explored	practical	
road maps for hiring the best candidates, many which reinforced the Robert Half research. 

Concerning	cultural	fit,	suggestions	were	made	for	using	
restaurants as recruiting grounds and reaching out to 
local college culinary/hospitality and independent culinary 
programs as these potential employees were already aware 
of the foodservice culture. 

Directors	and	managers	can	model	effective	
communication by just asking employees what tools they 
need to help them accomplish their tasks. This returns 
great	benefits	as	employees	usually	need	simple	things	
that will make their jobs easier and more rewarding. It 
also turns communication into a positive experience that 

spreads throughout the team.

As onboarding is a crucial part of the hiring process, investing in 
effective training will help yield the greatest returns. The round table 
discussed	a	few	unique	approaches.	The	first	is	to	not	worry	about	
hiring top-tier talent. Bring on B & C level talent and train them up to 
A-level. Also, provide the new hire a mentor for 6 months to help him 
or	her	understand	and	integrate	into	the	culture	fully.	Directors	should	
schedule	30,	60,	and	90	day	touchpoints	to	make	sure	employee	needs	
and expectations are being met. An outside-the-box approach is to hire 
two or three temps, and if they prove competent then hire them when 
openings	come	up.	This	gives	both	parties	a	chance	to	figure	out	if	the	
hire	is	a	good	fit.		

A few other shared effective strategies included buying ads on local TV 
and movie theaters to help project a positive image, offering sign-on 
bonuses, paying for chefs to acquire ACF credentials, and being open 
to employees with no high school diploma, especially for the physically-
based jobs.

A	final	word	of	wisdom	is	to	recruit	the	right	candidate	from	the	
right sources who has no misconceptions about the work involved. 
Job responsibilities that don’t meet expectations are a catalyst for 
turnover.	Departing	employees	most	likely	had	an	unrealistic	view	of	
the job during the recruitment process, which can be partly solved by 
improving the language of job listings.

Staffing Dilemas

“...prioritize cultural fit 
above technical skills, 

value soft skills such as 
creative thinking and 

communication, and 
hire for potential and 

then invest in training 
to impart skills.” 

HIRING SOLUTIONS
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RETENTION SOLUTIONS
In	a	2017	retention	report	conducted	by	The	Work	Institute,	34,000	respondents	concluded	
that	75%	of	the	causes	of	employee	turnover	are	preventable.	There	are	various	effective	ways	
to encourage current employees to stay on board, all of which are well attainable for healthcare 
foodservice operations.

A	first	important	strategy	to	maximize	retention	is	to	competitively	compensate	employees.	

“Wage	is	a	significant	determinant	factor	for	job	satisfaction,	employee	motivation,	and	an	
influence	in	an	employee’s	decision	to	leave	or	join	an	organization,”	explains	Leisa	Bryant,	
Director,	Food	and	Nutrition	Services	at	The	University	of	Texas	MD	Anderson	Cancer	Center.	
“Studies	have	reported	a	consistent	relationship	between	job	satisfaction	and	increasing	wage	
for food service employees. Research has also shown that wage is the most important category 
contributing	to	job	satisfaction	in	the	service	industry.”	

Bryant set a goal for her department to 
“increase	employee	satisfaction	by	fostering	
a growth mindset that enables each staff to 
learn, grow, and stretch their potential beyond 
their current role. The department will engage 
staff and work diligently to create a culture of caring where employees are 
recognized	and	motivated	to	care	and	serve	our	patients	and	customers.”	To	
help reach this goal Bryant collaborated with her HR Compensation team to 
complete a market analysis of the department’s jobs and as a result of the 
review, some grades changes and salary adjustments were implemented.  

“I	used	this	data	to	achieve	grade	changes	for	five	of	my	department	positions	
(up	to	10%	increase	in	some	areas),”	says	Bryant.

Focusing on career development is another useful strategy. A Willis Tower 
Watson survey revealed that one in three hires will leave a job within two 
years,	pressuring	employers	to	find	replacements	quickly	and	absorb	the	
high costs involved. Laurie Bienstock, Willis Tower Watson’s global head of 
talent management, cites ineffective career management as a major cause of 
turnover among new hires.

“We	know	from	our	research	and	consulting	that	career	management	
continues to be a top driver of attraction, retention, and sustainable 
engagement	for	most	employees,”	Bienstock	explains.	“However,	effective	
career management at many organizations remains elusive. That’s one of the 
main reasons so many of today’s employees feel they need to leave to advance 
their	careers.”	

In other words, a company that lacks career development as a core focus will 
have	a	difficult	time	retaining	good	new	employees.	

In addition to effective career management, an excellent overall approach for 
retaining	healthcare	foodservice	employees	is	to	“enrich	their	lives.”		

“75% of the causes of employee 
turnover are preventable.”

Staffing Dilemas
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Do	your	employees	feel	like	they	have	purpose	and	value	in	their	roles?	There	are	various	ways	to	
help make sure this is the case.

Suggestions	from	the	AHF	Staffing	for	Success	roundtable	include	daily	huddles	with	your	team	
for inspiration and understanding of shared goals for the day. St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 
even has musical huddles where employees don shades and hats and sing classics such as the 
Rolling	Stones	“Satisfaction”	and	Kool	and	the	Gang’s	“Celebration”	among	others.	This	helps	do	
away	with	an	“us	vs.	them”	mentality	and	get	the	team’s	day	started	on	a	positive	note.	

Healthcare	Foodservice	Workers	Week	(this	year	from	October	6-12,	2019)	provides	an	excellent	
opportunity for making your employees feel they have purpose and value in their roles. This is 
a great time to publicly recognize individual members and teams, write hand written notes to 
individuals, throw a party, and get the C-Suite involved in your success. There is even a website 
(www.jimcolemanstore.com/fsweek)	to	buy	your	team	small	gifts	of	appreciation.	Of	course	these	
things can be done outside of the week, but it’s a good yearly focus for setting a model of what 
you’d like to do on a continued basis.

A	final	effective	plan	to	maximize	retention	is	to	implement	formal,	consistent	exit	interviews.	
Finding	out	why	people	leave	is	key	to	finding	ways	to	encourage	top	performers	to	stay.	Employers	
also can develop talent pipelines by allowing employees to create networks and make referrals, 
which	narrows	the	recruiting	and	hiring	time	needed	to	find	replacements	when	workers	do	leave.

EMPOWERING EMPLOYEES
HERE ARE A FEW TIPS FROM THE AHF STAFFING FOR 
SUCCESS ROUND TABLE FOR EMPOWERING YOUR EMPLOYEES 
TO FEEL THEY HAVE CONTROL OVER THEIR CIRCUMSTANCES IN 
THE WORKPLACE:

• Create a “Pledge to My Peers” which outlines guidelines for mutual respect and   
shared vision.

• Provide conflict resolution training for empowering employees to work out their 
problems without a supervisor. Employees keeping each other accountable is more 
effective than just a supervisor.

• Provide the opportunity for roll-playing through difficult situations. This gives   
permission for employees to bring up difficult topics with one another with the  
shared experience of the roll-play.

Staffing Dilemas

• Valerie Bolden-Barrett;  “Study: Turnover Costs Employers $15,000 Per Worker”  
August  11, 2017 HRDive.com

• Valerie Bolden-Barrett;  “Short Timers: Why People Job Hop and How   
Employers  Can Ease the Cost” `January  20, 2017 HRDive.com

• Andrew I Jaffee;  “The Real Cost of Restaurant Staff Turnover”     
March 17, 2016 TheRail.Media
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LABOR SAVINGS: 
WHAT’S HOT, WHAT’S 
COOL, WHAT WORKS

In some areas of the country, $15 an hour minimum 
wage is a looming reality, causing many operators to 
seriously rethink their operations.  

So it was no surprise that Operators attending the 
North American Association of Food Equipment 
Manufacturers (NAFEM) Trade Show were asking “how 
do I reduce my labor costs?” With over 500 exhibitors 
and miles of kitchen innovations (covering some 
375,000-sq.-ft.) this year’s show did not disappoint. 
Since not everyone is able to take time off to attend 
the show, we thought we would bring the show to 
our AHF members.

One of the biggest draws this year were found in the 
four WHAT’S HOT!  WHAT’S COOL!  WHAT WORKS!  
lounges which featured 23 products on the show floor 
where attendees could explore and experience tried 
and proven solutions in a more relaxed setting. What 
made it interesting is the story told to show actual 
cases of customers that have used the equipment 
successfully. While the approaches were different, the 
themes were common—kitchen equipment that saved 
labor and cut costs.

By: Barbara Kane, VP 
Industry Relations; Ecolab, Inc.

• Highly stackable, stable domes.
• Striking modern styling.
• Beautiful new colors!

™
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High-performance dome provides the longest hot-food holding time in the industry

2019_AHF_Spring_HalfPg_7.5x4.75_FINAL.indd   1 3/8/19   11:30 AM
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Some great examples were found at booths that have 
supported AHF for many years. Alto-Shaam’s Vector® 
F Series Multi-Cook Oven that helped one Alabama 
restaurant group, finding kitchen talent – and ovens that 
could keep up with consumer demands – a challenge. 
After collaborating with Alto-Shaam, the group put just 
four newly-innovated ovens to the test and discovered 
they could do the job of seven convection ovens. The 
results? Reduced labor costs, improved production and a 
foolproof way for cooks of all experience levels to deliver 
high-quality food.

Pretty cool innovation, we can’t wait to see what else in 
on the show floor! First stop was Unified Brands where 
Bob McNamara took us for a tour. 

Unified Brands/Power Soak’s Three Bay Continuous 
Motion Washing Pot, Pan & Sheet Pan System takes 
the place of a manual three bay pot & pan sink and 
eliminates virtually 90% of hand scrubbing of pots, pans 
and sheet pans.

Unlike a standard manual three bay sink, the Power 
Soak’s three bay system has a wash tank heater in the 
wash tank, to maintain the agitating soapy wash water 
temperature at 115 degree. The wash pump in the wash 
tank has a patented parallel wave wash action, where 

the wash jets are spaced evenly along the backwash wall 
to continually rotate soiled wares from the back to front 
of the wash tank.

With over 35,000 in the field from Healthcare to 
Colleges, Universities, Chains, Restaurants, Retail 
Operations etc., operators consistently re-allocate a 
minimum of 50% of their labor that was normally spent 
hand scrubbing pots, pans & sheet pans with a manual 
three bay sink. Some cool stuff! Can’t wait to see what is 
waiting for us over at the Hobart booth… 

Dick Hynes and Shayne Varnum with Hobart had quite a 
bit to show us! What caught our eye the most was a tray 
accumulator and up-racking system. The system provides 
significant space and labor savings in high volume dish 
room environments while optimizing the throughput 
capacity of the Hobart FT000e flight type dish machines. 
Soiled tray accumulator systems, by utilizing vertical 
space, can accumulate up to 5 times more volume of 
trays in the same space compared to conventional belt 
systems. A dishroom operator can receive the trays, scrap, 
sort and accumulate the dishware to the dishwasher, 
all at one place. By integrating an accumulator or up-
racking conveyor into the scrapping table, this system 
allows you to achieve major savings in manpower needs, 
cost and space. These systems are designed to work 

FOODSERVICE EQUIPMENT PARTS. EVERY HEALTHCARE KITCHEN.

Find your part at HeritageParts.com   |   800.458.5593   |   M-F 7:30 AM - 8 PM ET, SAT 8 AM - 3 PM  ET
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It’s not just operators that are interested in the show, 
but food manufacturers are also paying attention to 
what is happening with foodservice equipment. J&J 
Snacks has been working with the manufacturers of 
Cook-Chill Retherm systems and testing products at 
their manufacturing facilities. The cook/chill retherm 
process is used by large facilities such as Hospitals, 
Correctional Facilities, and Mental Health Facilities. 
With the changes in Healthcare reform it is predicted 
that there will be an increase in the Cook-Chill method 
because of the cost savings. There are 2 types of 
Retherm systems; Convection retherm and Conduction 
retherm.

In Convection retherm a cart docks up to a hot/
cold station and will hold food at the proper cold 
temperature until it is ready to be heated. The cart will 
then bake the entire meal at 260 degrees for 1 hour. 
In addition, the cart has a cold side that will maintain 
a temperature between 27 and 29 degrees during the 
baking process for other foods. Conduction retherm is 
a unit that cooks only the meals placed on electronic 
plate warmers and is rolled into a refrigerator unit for 
holding until the cart is ready for meal preparation. 

J&J Snacks tested products such as their Biscuit Dough 
pucks, Proof & Bake Cinnamon Rolls, Proof & Bake 
Dinner Rolls, and Cookie Dough.

Well, we hope you enjoyed this abbreviated tour of the 
show. There are so many great products out there; we 
hope this article at least gave you some great ideas. The 
AHF National Conference in August will have a broad 
range of companies that have similar labor saving 
suggestions. 

Don’t forget to turn to your AHF business partner 
community to see how they can help you reduce labor 
costs at your Operation through a range of products 
and services. The AHF Business Partner Directory, 
located on the AHF website under the “Resources” 
tab, is your best resource for reaching out to the best 
vendors in the business.

efficiently with minimal dishroom staff and are simple 
to control, use, and operate. Wow, that was pretty cool, 
and I can see dishwashers across the U.S. wanting to 
try this bad boy out!!

In an age when the “Internet of Things” and 
smartphones remain all the rage, equipment 
manufacturers realize the need to shore up their 
equipment innovations to match the way operators 
rely on and interact with technology on a daily basis. 
Champion® Industries is doing just that with its 
line of warewashers. The new 44 PRO Series high-
temperature rack conveyor dish machine features a 
topmounted Human Machine Interface (HMI) offering 
proactive maintenance software, programmable 
deliming functionality and accurate digital user 
information. Just like a smartphone uses an intuitive, 
user-friendly interface backed by a powerful, machine-
learning processor, the HMI user interface features 
touch-screen technology to make warewashers, 
pulpers, disposers and other warewasher support 
equipment easy to operate and troubleshoot. 

“The technology works by recording data in terms 
of how often machine components are cycled 
throughout the day and then creates parameters 
of the possibility of something happening,” explains 
Champion’s Daniel Short. Operators and service 
agents can collect this data and use it to make 
educated assumptions as to when a component 
of the machine might have an issue and effectively 
schedule preventative maintenance checkups to 
prevent a failure.

Labor Savings: What’s Hot, What’s Cool, What Works

“In an age when the “Internet 
of Things” and smartphones 
remain all the rage, 
equipment manufacturers 
realize the need to shore up 
their equipment innovations 
to match the way operators 
rely on and interact with 
technology on a daily basis.” 
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Foresight is important to help leaders gather intelligence 
about possible futures to inform present-day decisions. 
It is a mix of mindset and methodology incorporating 
the lessons learned from the past, awareness of the 
realities of the present, and looking forward to recognize 
the potential consequences of decisions for the future. 
Organizations use strategic foresight to help develop 
long term plans for new business growth, improved 
performance, and to remain ahead of the competitive 
curve. 

Although closely related to conceptualization presented 
in the Winter issue, the foresight characteristic provides 
distinct advantages for leaders. Conceptualization 
helps leaders create a vision of where they want to go 
and supplies a thirty-thousand-foot view of the future 
landscape. In tandem with conceptualization, foresight 
allows leaders to map out how they will achieve the 
vision. Foresight helps leaders acknowledge that the 
future is ambiguous, prepares people for how the future 
may change, and aids in picking the decisions or actions 
that will serve them best.

Robert Greenleaf believed foresight is the key to being, 
and remaining, a leader. He wrote in his foundational 

essay, The Servant as Leader: “Foresight is the ‘lead’ 
that the leader has. Once leaders lose this lead and 
events start to force their hand, they are leaders in 
name only. They are not leading, but are reacting to 
immediate events, and they probably will no longer be 
leaders.” It may seem Greenleaf distinguishes foresight 
as strictly being in the leader’s wheelhouse but do not 
forget the main tenant of servant leadership is being a 
servant-first. 

Richard Slaughter, in his book The Foresight Principle: 
Cultural Recovery in the 21st Century, saw foresight 
as a human attribute enabling the systematic analysis 
of past, present and future contextual cues to probe 
the uncertain future. These human attributes are 
not limited to leaders alone. When leaders block the 
radical strategic thinking of their followers, they may 
not only limit their future potential but also encourage 
the formation “foresight groups” with the potential of 
undermining the best course to achieving the vision. 
Thus, including peers and followers is a critical factor 
for servant leaders to incorporate into their foresight 
methodologies.

LEADING TO SERVE: 
FORESIGHT

By: Anthony Baffo
Director of Food and Nutrition Services | 

St. Francis Hospital - The Heart Center
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The power – and challenge – of servant-leadership comes 
from balancing the characteristics of being a servant and 
leader together. In their discussion of servant leadership 
in organizational life, Don Degraaf, Colin Tilley, and Larry 
Neal assert the servant leader “balance” is not an either/
or choice, but instead exist in a paradox of both/and. 
In this light, the characteristics of conceptualization 
and foresight are essential for servant leaders to be 
visionary. It demands leaders be aware of their individual 
situations, they listen to others, conceptualize the big 
picture, and persuade and empower people to lend their 
talents in fulfilling the mission of the organization. 

“Futuring” the Patient Experience

Peter Jones, in Design for Care: Innovating Healthcare 
Experience, reports two underlying drivers constrain 
healthcare innovation: 

1. Managing the risks of clinical services delivery for all 
types of patients, and 

2. Managing internal and network costs of health 
services delivered by highly regulated and shared 
service systems. These constraints encourage a focus 
on incremental, sustaining innovations at best, rather 
than radical (service) innovation. Regional hospitals 
and healthcare systems looking to innovate patient 
experiences cannot be disruptive in such an oper-
ating environment. They are the organizations new 
services look to disrupt.

Many healthcare leaders these days seek advice on 
raising HCAHP scores. These senior executives, managers, 
and directors are looking for solutions to what they 
consider sub-par patient experience scores. To that end, 
they tend to focus on short-term goals and initiatives 
to raise their scores and ranking to drive better return-
on-investment through reimbursement. The patients 
themselves are pushing for better patient experience 
along with their advocates. However, although they 
are stakeholders, those closest to the patients are not 
the decision drivers in the organization. Making the 
return-on-investment case for better patient experience 
is difficult because it is intangible and mostly without 
standard accepted measures of merit.

Remember, patients have an unusual customer position 
in medical care unlike any other service situation they 
encounter. They have very incomplete knowledge of 

tests, treatments, and hospital procedures. Their best 
“experience” might be the least experience. Because of 
these factors, leadership’s time and energy focused on 
intentionally creating high-performing cultures were 
all patient experience measures improve simply as a 
byproduct of seeking excellence, is time – and money – 
well spent.

The type of mid- and long-range work to achieve the 
cultural shift effecting patient experiences requires 
healthcare executives, managers, and directors to 
cultivate and implement the traits of conceptualization 
and foresight. For a more detailed understanding of 
strategic foresight and putting it to use, the book, 
Thinking about the Future: Guidelines for Strategic 
Foresight by Andy Hines and Peter Bishop is a good 
resource. For our readers now, here are three essential 
components to foresight to help servant leaders map 
out how they will achieve their vision:
• Head – Foresight requires rigorous analytical review 

of past performance drivers and current business 
realities. Foresight identifies potential ends from the 
lessons of the past and a sound understanding of the 
present. Beware: many leaders stop with this step.

• Heart – Foresight requires listening carefully to the 
many experienced and concerned people involved 
in the organization. Listening to team members and 
stakeholders is the best way to show care for them 
and value their input. They are often the best source 
of ideas on what “dreams” to explore and when the 
time comes to start moving towards the dream, 
more people will follow the leader if their input is 
considered and valued.

• Gut – Foresight needs leaders to draw on their expe-
rience, intuition, and courage to call out the vision. 
The expectation of true leaders is to foresee the un-
foreseeable, to think about possibilities no one else 
has considered, and to have the guts to tell the team, 
“Follow me into this uncharted territory.” Having 
the courage of convictions and willingness to take 
personal risks to lead a team towards the vision is 
the scary, fun, and most distinctive quality of servant 
leaders. They defend the vision when it comes under 
predictable attack from skeptics and naysayers and 
they inspire the people to keep moving forward.

Only by combining these three essential components 
will leaders develop the foresight and awareness 
needed to make the vital difference that distinguishes 
their patient’s experiences from the rest. Unfortunately, 

LEADING TO SERVE
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the tendency is for a lack of creativity to result from poor 
awareness and foresight. Too many people at all levels 
in healthcare organizations operate with their eyes wide 
shut, missing key signals that foretell pending problems 
or potential opportunities to improve patient safety, 
outcomes and their overall experiences. To avoid this 
pitfall, leaders can cultivate their foresight skills by 
practicing these seven habits:

1. Diversify intentionally. Interact with different 
people – in age, gender, race, religion, national origin, 
and worldview. Because of their diverse perspectives, 
these folks might see things coming the leader might 
otherwise miss. Looking through multiple lenses will 
help the leader see the future more fully.

2. Listen deeply. Every conversation might hold some 
hint about the future.

3. Read widely. Yes, it is good to have deep expertise. 
However, do not be the horsewhip expert surprised 
by the success of the Model T Ford. Look for trends in 
unfamiliar places. Non-clinical leaders – read The New 
England Journal of Medicine; Clinical leaders – read 
The International Journal of Hospitality Management.

4. Think systemically. Within a system, an action in 
the present usually causes a reaction in the future. 
Therefore, good servant-leaders hone their skills in 
“systems thinking” so they can better foresee the 
future, especially the likely consequences of their 
decisions, allowing them to create the future rather 
than react to it.

5. Predict habitually. Build the “predictive muscles” by 
making regular and well-considered predictions, then 
testing them against reality. Whenever possible, make 
it a group exercise by including the team for predic-
tions of emerging trends or notable events in health-
care, service excellence, hospitality, patient care, and 
patient experience.

6. Network constantly. The wider the net a fisherman 
casts, the farther into the ocean it will catch fish. The 
wider a servant-leader’s network spreads, the farther 
into the future it can catch ideas and trends. Ser-
vant-leaders use their networks to pick up and trans-
mit important information about what is ahead.

7. Live technologically. Trace human history since the 
industrial revolution and see how technology forms 
the future. Like it or not, to improve foresight requires 
staying abreast of changes in the technology. These 
days, opportunity is more likely to tweet (from Twitter, 
that is) than knock.

Any discussion of servant leadership and foresight 
would be incomplete without addressing the ethical 
responsibility of leaders to foresee. Sipe and Frick 
claim foresight is one of the seven essential traits of a 
servant leader because failure to foresee is unethical 
leadership. This thought stems straight from the 
original proponent of servant leadership, Robert 
Greenleaf, who said: 

“The failure or refusal of a leader to foresee 
may be viewed as an ethical failure.”

Greenleaf might explain it in this way. If the leader 
fails to foresee the right destination for the business 
or workgroup, it causes great harm. Missing goals is 
miserable for the people involved. Lack of a destination 
and a plan to get there results in harm: bad morale, 
missed bonus checks, stalled careers, and lost jobs. 
Leaders, by position, are the stewards of people 
and resources. If they lead the team to mediocre 
performance, they have contributed harm. Harm to the 
people, when it is avoidable, is unethical behavior.
The second reason foresight is an ethical matter is 
simple. It is the leader’s job. Leaders in healthcare 
who do not give the organization a destination 
are essentially guilty of malpractice. Nonetheless, 
leaders routinely do not call out a clear destination. 
The department or organization moves forward in a 
chaotic, directionless state. People chose the wrong 
activities because there is no filter to discern the 
vital few activities having the best chance of success. 
The stumbling, unguided team loses capability 
and confidence to perform. The results disappoint. 
Transforming oneself from leader to servant leader 
requires this mindset shift. All leaders must have a 
smart vision for the organization to achieve results. The 
servant leader must also view foresight as their ethical 
responsibility – to choose a destination that serves 
people and patients well by delivering long-term 
performance results.

Servant leaders consider themselves stewards of 
the people and the resources entrusted to them. It 
would go against their belief system to lead a team to 
poor, or mediocre performance and all the negative 
consequences that implies. Thus, the results of the 
servant leader are extraordinary.
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Chapter Reports
NEW YORK

On	February	20th,	AHF-NY	held	
its	first	member	education	series	
meeting	for	2019.
The theme was Strategies for 
Implementing a Plant-Based diet. 
Despite	severe	New	York	weather	
conditions, 67 persons attended. 
The format was a panel discussion, 
and was hosted by member 
hospital,	New	York	Presbyterian/
Weill Cornell Medical Center. The 
panel was moderated by board 
member,	Dr	Michael	C.	Williams,	
Director	of	Nutrition	services	at	
New	York	Presbyterian/Weill	Cornell	
Medical Center.

AHF-NY	recognizes	that	the	
evidence today shows that a 
plant-based diet can decrease 
the risk for heart disease, obesity, 

certain cancers, cognitive decline, 
and diabetes. So, the goal of the 
discussion was to inform and 
encourage operator members to 
incorporate plant-based concepts 
and menus in their facilities. 

The	panelists	were	Ruth	Greenfield,	
MS,	RDN,	CDN,	Clinical	Dietitian	
Cardiac	Service	Line	at	New	York	
Presbyterian Hospital/WCMC; 
Gary	Apito,	Chief	Operating	
Officer	Rouxbe	Online	Culinary	
Training;	Monika	Sheikh,	LEED	
GA, Corporate Sustainability 
Program	Administrator	NewYork-
Presbyterian Hospital; and 
Efrain	Diaz,	Sous	Chef	New	York	
Presbyterian	Hospital/WDMC.
The discussion led with 
suggestions for meatless Monday’s, 

farmer’s market in cafeterias, less 
meats, better meats, more fruits 
and vegetables, whole grains, 
alternative protein sources, and 
healthy fats. A major focus was 
emphasis on the importance 
of spices and herbs as well as a 
variation	of	color,	texture,	and	flavor	
on the plate, and suggestions on 
how to communicate the message 
of adapting to a plant-based diet. 
Attendees were hosted to a plant-
based dinner showcasing items 
such as beans for chili, lentils, and 
cauliflower	to	replace	meat	in	tacos	
and thus reduce overall food costs. 
Additional resources on the topic 
was provided as well as posted on 
the Chapter’s website.
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The	AHF-NJ	chapter	kicked	off	the	year	on	January	15th	
with their annual installation dinner. The dinner is a 
way	to	welcome	its	2019	board	members.	This	year	we	
welcomed back ten returning board members, Heather 
Duffy,	Angela	O’Neill,	Jessica	Micek,	Betty	Perez,	Debra	
Ryan, Lauren Catangay, Amir Kamal, Sharon Sancheski, 
Marsha	Diamond,	and	Bernie	Mulholland.	We	also	
added six new board members, Jill Wedeen, Elizabeth 
Silverthorne,	April	Albanese,	Elaine	Ashe,	Nicholas	
Mercogliano, and Ken Persing. The event was held at 
the Metuchen Inn, where a cocktail hour allowed all 
members and business partners to catch up and meet 
each	other.	During	dinner	Heather	Duffy,	our	new	
2019	president,	introduced	our	board	members	and	
reviewed our agenda for the year. It was an amazing 
affair	complete	with	networking	and	fine	cuisine.	

On	February	8th,	AHF-NJ	with	the	help	of	one	of	its	
business partner, RC Fine Foods, held an educational 
seminar on parental nutrition at JFK Medical Center, 
Hackensack Meridian Health. The seminar opened with 
Heather	Duffy,	RD,	CPHQ,	the	Director	of	Food	and	
Nutrition	at	JFK	Medical	Center,	speaking	about	how	
she and her team of dietitians were able to change 
the process in which parental nutrition was handled 
at the medical center to both reduce the number 
of	unnecessary	TPN	orders,	and	give	the	dietitians	
more input over determining the calculations for 
the	formula.		Next,	Linda	Chudnow,	RD,	CNSC,	and	
Kimberly	Jones,	MS,	RD,	CNSC,	both	dietitians	at	JFK	
Medical Center, spoke about identifying patients that 
are	appropriate	PN	candidates,	calculating	appropriate	
recommendations	for	PN	solutions	including	how	
to create a stable formula, and dealing with medical 
complications. They also reviewed some case studies 
and had the attendees make calculations on their 
own.	Patty	Kampf,	RN	for	the	vascular	access	team	
at JFK Medical Center, addressed the different ways 
that	PN	can	be	administered,	and	the	complications	
or infections that can arise. Lastly, Peter Song, Pharm 
D,	BCCCP,	BCPS	a	clinical	pharmacy	specialist	at	JFK	
Medical Center, discussed types of complications 

during	PN	therapy,	glycemic	control	in	both	critically	
ill	patients	and	during	PN	therapy	and	the	importance	
of	calcium	and	phosphate	solubility	in	PN	admixtures.		
The day was a great success and attendees left with 
some best practices on setting up parental nutrition 
programs at their institutions and more extensive 
knowledge	on	writing	PN	orders.		

Chapter Reports
NEW JERSEY

The 2019 AHF-NJ board form left to right:  Marsha 
Diamond, Jill Wedeen, Bernie Mulholland, April Albanese, 
Amir Kamal, Jessica Micek, Heather Duffy, Debra Ryan, 
Lauren Catangay, Sharon Sancheski, Elaine Ashe, 
Elizabeth Silverthorne, Angela O’Neill, and Ken Persing. 
Not Present: Betty Perez and Nicholas Mercogliano.

From Hackensack Meridian Health, JFK Medical Center, 
from left to right: Kimberly Jones, MS, RD, CNSC, Heather 
Duffy, RD, CPHQ, Linda Chudnow, RD, CNSC, and Maida 
Barcelo, RD
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The Philadelphia-South Jersey chapter of the 
Association for Healthcare Foodservice held their 
annual	symposium	entitled	“3-D	leadership:	
Decisions	that	Differentiate	Your	Dining	Experience”	
on	March	7th.	This	year	marked	the	45th	Annual	
Symposium for the chapter. Attendees received 
8	credits	(AND	&	ANFP)	of	continuing	education	
and saw a Vendor Expo with amazing new 
convenience products, vegan and gluten free foods, 
farm to table and sustainability options, and high 
speed programmable cooking and warewashing 
equipment.    

The day opened with Keynote Speakers Roz and 
Jed Buck. The Buck’s provided practical, hands-on 
staff training exercises. They drove home the need 
to engage our staff, build stronger teams and create 
positive experiences for our customers. Lindsay 
Gilmour,	owner	of	Organic	Plant,	LLC,	shined	a	
different light on food safety and sanitation. She 
looked	at	the	FDA	Produce	Safety	Rules	and	the	
steps that produce farmers must take to acquire 
and	maintain	Harmonized	GAP	Certification.	This	
process ensures the highest standards of quality and 
cleanliness are provided to the fruit and vegetable 
supply chain.  

Leah	Riley,	the	new	National	AHF	Executive	Director	
and	Kent	Hamaker,	AHF	Director	of	Education,	
Communications & Benchmarking, covered current 
initiatives	at	the	National	level	and	a	timeline	of	
events	and	programs	including	the	2019	Annual	
Conference in Scottsdale, AZ, from August 6th to 8th.  

Abbey	Lewis,	the	Content	Director	for	Foodservice	
Director	Magazine,	showed	how	some	recent	trends	
in non-commercial foodservice are helping to meet 
consumers’	demands	for	dining	flexibility.	Abby	
presented nationwide data on snacking and daypart 
participation as well as ideas for incorporating 
emerging trends into your menus. Then Will Chizmar, 
the founder of Star Culinaire showed us simple, low 
investment methods of converting your cafeteria 
display cooking stations and food bars into dynamic 
retail spaces that add variety to your daily specials, 
simplify your menu, increase sales and decrease  
food waste. 

Chapter Reports
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The Vendor and Allied Member Expo gave attendees the opportunity to sample new products, 
see	live	demonstrations,	and	to	connect	with	over	65	of	our	talented	industry	partners.	Attendees	
value these networking and relationship building opportunities and the conversations that can 
facilitate operational improvements and improve both staff and customer satisfaction.  

The chapter was also proud to announce a donation to St. Francis Inn Ministries in Philadelphia. 
St. Francis Ministries is committed to meeting the needs of the poor and homeless in 
Philadelphia	through	food,	clothing,	and	hospitality.	St.	Francis	Inn	serves	over	350	free	hot	
meals per day in a restaurant style setting. This unique setting allows volunteers to form lasting 
relationships with people who are homeless, needy, and recovering. All this in a safe, respectful, 
and	dignified	setting.		

The	Symposium	Evaluations	gave	us	great	ideas	for	2020	and	showed	that	attendees	left	the	
meeting re-charged, re-energized, and full of new ideas. Thank you to everyone who helped to 
make	our	45th	Symposium	a	success.



The AHF Awards recognize those members 
of our association who have achieved 

the highest degree of excellence in their 
chosen f ields. This is the second in a series 

of	S.O.	Connected	articles	prof iling	the	
2018	AHF	Award	Winners.

AHF 
AWARD 
WINNER 
PROFILES
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Spotlight Award
The AHF Spotlight Award recognizes operator members who 
enhance operations through technology, program development, 
implementation,	innovation	and/or	creative	use	of	fiscal	
management.

Margaret R. Kipe 
MD ED, RD, LDN, FABC

Tell us a bit about your position 
at Reading Hospital.

I am the Director of Nutrition 
Services, a position I have held for 32 
years. I manage the food production 
and clinical nutrition functions. It is 
a large department, preparing more 
than 2.8 million annual meals. 

What was your reaction when 
you heard you won the award? 

I was honored. It is fantastic to 
be recognized by your peers for 
an innovative use of technology. 
Presented with an ever-changing 
world, I have always tried to remain 
learning agile and view new 
situations that may seem daunting 
as a challenge to think my way 
around. This project certainly reflects 
that. We were able to come up with 
a solution to what seemed like an 
unsolvable problem. We figured out 
a way to meet a new challenge with 
a brand-new solution. I am proud 
of my team and their willingness 
to take the calculated risk to try 
something new, and how this effort 
has helped our health system,  
Tower Health, to deliver on its 
promise of advancing health and 
transforming lives.

Share with us what you 
think is the most innovative 
and exciting aspect of the 
foodservice program at 
Reading Hospital.         

We have been blessed with a team 
of highly talented professionals 
that are always looking for the next 
best idea. They are driven to achieve 
excellence in our operations and they 
pride themselves on being some of 
the nation’s best at what they do. We 
have also been remarkably fortunate 
to have been supported in our efforts 
by an Administration that respects 
and appreciates our services. They 
have been and remain willing 
to provide us with the resources 
we need to do our jobs well. That 
is an outstanding combination 
and it keeps my job exciting and 
interesting.

What does winning this award 
mean to you personally?

Winning this award is personally 
gratifying. I plan to retire this year 
and it is very nice to know that 
maybe I have made a difference 
and had a positive impact on the 
organization and people I am 
leaving.  

Rachael Wehn 
MA, RDN, LDN

Tell us a bit about your position 
at Reading Hospital.

I have worked at Reading Hospital for 
the past 18 years. I started as a clinical 
dietitian and am now the Nutrition 
Information Systems Manager. My 
primary role is to ensure smooth 
operations of our CBORD software 
system and the room service call 
center. I enjoy my role because I get 
to interact with employees, patients, 
recipes, and menus throughout all 
our service areas. 

What was your reaction when 
you heard you won the award?   

I was happy and proud of our team 
when I heard that we won the AHF 
Spotlight Award. While Kristen, 
Marge, and I were the names on 
the award, it took the whole team 
of nutrition staff, supervisors, and 
managers to execute this initiative. 
I was especially cognizant of how 
our involvement in AHF helped with 
our project development. We were 
able to reach out to our AHF peers 
across the country to learn from their 
implementation of robot assisted 
tray delivery. 
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Share with us what you 
think is the most innovative 
and exciting aspect of the 
foodservice program at 
Reading Hospital.                

My favorite part of the food service 
program at Reading Hospital is most 
definitely the people. I work with 
a team of professionals who cares 
deeply about providing high quality 
food and care to our customers. 
We have a culture of looking at the 
things we are doing and saying, “We 
do this well, but what can we do to 
make it better?”     

What does winning this award 
mean to you personally?

Receiving this award publicly 
acknowledged what I already knew: 
Reading Hospital has a world class 
Nutrition Services operation and 
I’m proud to be a part of it.

Kristen Brudereck 
PATIENT FOOD SERVICE 
MANAGER

Tell us a bit about your position 
at Reading Hospital.

I get to work closely each day with 
our staff to ensure that our patients 
receive their meals each day. I am 
also able to speak with our patients 
about their experiences with our 
food and delivery team. 

What was your reaction when 
you heard you won the award?   

I was happy and excited to hear that 
we had won the Spotlight Award. 

Share with us what you 
think is the most innovative 
and exciting aspect of the 
foodservice program at 
Reading Hospital.                

     
     

I think that our room service 
operation is exciting. Our patients 
really enjoy the experience of being 
able to order their meals when 

they are hungry and ready to eat. 
We have also implemented a new 
seasonal menu insert to add a bit of 
extra variety to our patient menu. I 
find the TUGs to be really innovative. 
They have become an integral part 
of our foodservice operation and our 
staff have seen the benefit of how 
much the TUGs have helped with 
meal transportation.        

What was your reaction when 
you heard you won the award?   

Winning the award makes me smile. 
We put in a lot of work to get these 
TUGs and integrate them into our 
operation. Being recognized by our 
peers is both exciting and humbling. 

Reading Hospital | West Reading, Pennsylvania
MARGE KIPE, KRISTEN BRUDERECK, AND RACHEL WEHN

AHF AWARD WINNER PROFILES
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THE CONFERENCE 
IS COMING!

Registration for the 2019 AHF Annual Conference from August 6-8 in 
Scottsdale, AZ is now open. With its acclaimed resorts, dining, shopping 
and nightlife, Scottsdale offers everything you’d expect from a premier 
vacation destination, plus something delightfully unexpected – the 
stirring beauty of the Sonoran Desert.

The conference location will be the Westin Kierland Resort & Spa. The 
inspiring retreat of the Westin Kierland, located in the heart of “new” 
Scottsdale, will fill you with a sense of old Arizona and delight you with a 
fresh, modern destination. The Westin Kierland Resort & Spa celebrates 
the rich legacy of Arizona; the hallways, public spaces and grounds 
pay tribute to the people and landscape that have shaped the state’s 
cultural heritage.

WHAT: 
2019 AHF Annual Conference

WHERE: 
Westin Kierland Resort & Spa 
in Scottsdale, Arizona

WHEN: 
Tuesday, August 6 through 
Thursday, August 8, 2019

The full conference operator 
early registration fee of $675 
lasts until June 3rd. From 
June 4th on the fee is $775. 
Members go to 
connect healthcarefoodservice.
org/2019conference 
to register.
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AHF ELECTION RESULTS
Thank you to all of our AHF voting members for participating in this year’s elections. The 
members	elected	two	new	officers	and	three	directors	to	serve	on	the	2019-20	Board	of	
Directors.	Two	new	Leadership	Development	Committee	members	were	also	elected.
Congratulations to those elected:

President Elect: 

RYAN CONKLIN 
Executive	Chef	|	UNC	REX	Healthcare

Treasurer Elect: 

ROBERT DARRAH 
Director	of	Dining	Services	|	Legacy	
Retirement Communities

Director at Large: 

THOM PASTOR
Food	Services	Manager	|	St.	Charles	
Healthcare

Director at Large: 

AATUL JAIN 
Executive	Chef	|	Saint	Peter’s	
University Hospital

Leadership Development Committee: 

AMI BHOW
	Assistant	Director,	Patient	Food	
Service	|	UCSF	Health

Director at Large: 

NEAL LAVENDAR 
Executive	Director	of	Food	and	
Nutrition	Services;	JPS	Health	Network

Leadership Development Committee: 

MARY RUZZI 
Director	of	Nutrition	Programs	-	
Foodservices	|	Geisinger	Health	System
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